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[P’]Art examination: a basic maybe not thorough enough look at first; 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project & the Death Project in the FVP 

By Goura Fotadar 

Date/ 53118/6118 

tag[s]: movie studies, … how to think, coinciding addiction studies, … death studies, analysis, fire 

marshall fails by “fire marshalls” & not by fire marshalls 

 

Source, citation: WATCHMEN, 2009, … 

 

Moving clouds: ent[e]ry into reality; a reality perhaps 

Who is “” is actually an important question and its ilk: so this is religious 

In crime cues: if you were looking for who would want to harm others through their religious practice; 

you might want to re-direct to movie and movie ilk streams; and then assess from their no their: there & 

there (their) might be harder [for who--]; to create more [earned, earning, deserving] safety et al 

That’s not what addictive is supposed to mean; in system of cues in observation of somebody, beings 

that aren’t actually lying, … appear to be nourished when consuming addiction(addictive) substances 

So in the demarcation of addiction {basic} 

Illicit and licit substances: the usually demarcation is illicit is what is bad for you; and licit is what isn’t; 

but; that’s just in assumed hyperbole,  

There is also a third complex subjugation, now: where licit may not be believe-ing to be good for you; so 

this is the rendition of belief to the top of something like religion connotated to actual religion 

Basic: believing uh cigarettes are bad for you; and so acting such as: this is illegal in action due to uh like 

[the believer’s/believers’] comprehension[s] but in legality or licit isn’t (now)(illegal) (& when is now) 

[time/frame your component believers] 

i.e. the basic is what you believe or one believes, actually [must/should/is … be] useful and so qualified 

to religion, actualized where useful means {only} true.  

theme: this isn’t guess who, look above for citation  

In this specific context combination the smiley face; with these specific commercial-ad material; imply[-

ies] depression and-or general morbidity with Society, … et al 
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Without getting into the details of each scene; how to stay in only the important moments; seems to be 

the form of this reality; and not at all in the unimportant moments {time, no time} i.e. the way this 

reality uh, moves, or uh the way this movie streams 

Accompanying detail music citation:  

& on bizarre space travel things: perhaps that’s just their beach; it looks close enough to our, uh, this 

planet’s [which planet] beaches; at at least [current rotation] a specific time.  

In this edition; right before about: 15:18 [theme: ha, right] Despite not analyzing the obvious; just here 

maybe not at all places: where is here [entering reality streams]; it might be important to notice that in 

the secret or discovered vortex, … 

                  In the closet, 

… is now the cited: Minutemen; and not the previously declared cited: Watchmen 

For lower aptitudes of intellect: sure, perhaps these are synonyms, …  or perhaps the even earlier 

[movement through time; catch the art reality drift in cognition; uh, how to recollect] 

Uh roughly paraphrased from lower memory brief: “who watches the watch …” implies a hybrid to 

continuous no-time with access to both {time, no time} called uh parallel theory, at least.  

theme: uh, how do … create parallels 

 

Part Two. Vanity is a tool to see trauma? 
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tag[s]: how else would “they” who is “they” enable us to see it, that: trauma; uses of vanity; for “the hair 

on ripping”  

Source, cited: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGCs28-

KTLg&list=PLpUO0GPZapDknykHKwdoaWp1cIHFKUz1O&index=2 as accessed on 53118 

Hints: See tunnel of sight; and you thought what travel?  

Music citation: Oh no! Marina and the Diamonds  

 

Part Three. Wallpaper  

tag[s]: anthropology 

cited from: p.62, (of): GRAND HOTEL THE GOLDEN AGE OF PALACE HOTELS … J. D’ORMESSON … 

  It’s almost hysterical to considier as in chandelier now; that such a hygiene room would be considered 

working class to barely middle class circa (2018-200?) but if you look at the intricacy of the work it would 

qualify as anything nother i.e. nothing othe’r than royal class value; and what might innate you to 

this? … intricacy; in this case think especially cut-outs and their cementing. Viewing experiences from 

volunteering at cited: LBFE (san Francisco)  

Compared to the bottom of cited: ((p.) 105) in the same function appears wealthier yet what of 

comparison  

                                       cut-outs [Please: diagram dier to lier and with hue of “cut-out[s]”] 

When so compared in such a stable yet make-shift art phonology [sp?] the latter might actually or 

actually be less wealth: upper middle-class versus royal wealth through art phonology.  

 

Part Four.  

Children must be at least 18 and not 8 as local "librarians" have reported to be alone or group 

alone without a supervising as approved by me adult.  

The only exceptions are children as in my generation were and still are: that are high ranking 

militia officials; in childhood already and can then pertain for the safety of such other children 

and even de-qualified adults 

I will not be working to keep these children safe,  

the breach of this practice is through a false clearance of "wayne stone" 

characteristic set-up behaviors: have been adults touching children and children screaming past 

youngish years; for no apparent reason and setting up quite frankly of gay rape through action 

manipulation the use of so-called children this way; 

as you know all those actually qualifying as children from this current and not past generations 

have been removed from such "parenting" under my command as national police chief and have 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGCs28-KTLg&list=PLpUO0GPZapDknykHKwdoaWp1cIHFKUz1O&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGCs28-KTLg&list=PLpUO0GPZapDknykHKwdoaWp1cIHFKUz1O&index=2
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been placed under the care of an actualized social militia group while having visiting rights with 

only qualified parents since I have posited that it is time to end all forms of molestation to 

especially our future uh adult generations; these other children here now; do not qualify as such 

benefitted children and cohort the adult areas during my (&) militia work operating hours using 

our resources without the longevity of aptitude to procreate any wealth and in such for society 

the local "cops" and "fire-res" have failed all judicial assessments upon my accord and so have 

all such local "staffs"  

I currently have two more court-dates for an illegal citation: connected to a public encampment 

while deployed as homeless [and I uh own all spaces and places public and private due to my 

militia ranking over-writing all titles into my private consent and ownership; just in case you 

didn’t know this has been the case since at least my birth into my militia standing]; till until at 

least 2021 [the deployment] but it could be longer; since such fire marshall breaks are [one of] 

what cause a degeneration of false wealth; and such catastrophes of homelessness; and have 

already been falsely arrested twice in such operating deployment; without actually uh 

committing crime do you beg that I should without badge consider committing crime now that 

local “authorities” have gotten so desperate for my power that they crave to arrest me and do 

constantly stalk me; further: I do not actually have an encampment; and my social race is 

repeatedly lied about as White; which quite obviously I am not other than additionally culturally 

[with more than one intercultural-ness]; nevertheless please keep flags up for militia members 

who are of such race while pertaining such deployment and such type deployment who might be 

at higher risk for false punishment, due to general incompetence from, uh the outside.  

 

The only pre-condition is now: that these children not receiving such social militia benefit due 

to harassment of me and my great militia based dislike for them; for god’s sake I gave up my 

entire childhood to advanced militia ops for the betterment of society; such disliked “children” 

must have pertaining “parents” who must be billed per day that they are in my uh, building 

without my consent; let’s make the daily standard amount; not per hour; but by appearance $1 

million; about what they are costing me for such; and the same goes to unapproved by me 

“authorities” for making such approval without and against my consent. This is now no longer 

deemed a public building and such only approved for militia and visiting other parties as I have 

consented per sequence … to be paid to my primary militia group within a 24-hour period 

without access to my treasuries and my actual wealth, which rarely have I ever gotten to use; and 

what is such primary militia group? [PMG] 

 

Signed, 

Goura Fotadar clearance for the day, actual and night is "Tara Khuslaya"  

 
 

 


